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Langendoen and Bever (1973) contended that both expressions in (i) are
ungrammatical in English, despite the acceptability of the first to native
speakers of English.
(i)

(a) a not unhappy person
(b) a not sad person

We came to this conclusion because we believed, first, that all grammars of
natural languages should be subject to a constraint 'M' that no syntactic rule is
able to make use of the morphological structure of lexemes (1973: 402); and,
second, that we had shown that no grammar that satisfies M can distinguish
the grammaticality of (ia) from that of (ib). Our exact wording of M was as
follows: 'no syntactic transformational rule is permitted to make use of the
internal'morphological structure of lexical items'. Since the only syntactic
rules (of the standard theory, within which we were operating) that are not
transformations are base-categorial rules, which by definition make no use of
the internal morphological structure of lexical items, the word 'transformational' in our formulation of M is unnecessary. It is also misleading, since it
might cause the reader to think that we had in mind only the rules of the
transformational component. Rather, we meant all syntactic rules that have
transformational power, including lexical-insertion rules. The constraint M,
as just formulated, has been incorporated into the more recent versions of the
'lexicalist hypothesis' of Chomsky (1970) and is now widely accepted. It
amounts to a doctrine of strict separation between syntax and derivational
morphology. Since we could find an explanation in the theory of linguistic
performance for the acceptability of (ia) given that it is ungrammatical, but
no explanation for the unacceptability of (i b) given that it is grammatical, the
conclusion followed that both (ia) and (ib) are ungrammatical, but that (ia)
is nonetheless acceptable.
Both Aitchison and Bailey (I979) and Bolinger (I980) have disputed this
conclusion. Bolinger categorically rejects the possibility that exemplars of a
given construction can be both acceptable and ungrammatical.Aitchison and
[ I] An earlier version of

this paper was read at State University College at Fredonia, New York in

December1979.
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Bailey, on the other hand, admit the possibility in principle, but claim that (ia)
is not such a case and that a grammar of English that generates (ia) but not
(ib) can be constructed.
The truth, I believe, lies between these two positions. It may turn out that
grammars meeting the stringent requirements of the best linguistic theory
(whatever that is) are capable of generating all of the acceptable constructions
of each natural language. But this is not something we can know or legislate in
advance. Thus, contrary to Bolinger, I prefer to remain open to the possibility
of the existence of constructions in a given language whose exemplars are
acceptable but ungrammatical. Bach and Harnish (1979: 198-202) also offer
discussion and analysis of some other constructions of English whose
exemplars are acceptable but possibly ungrammatical.
Although I do not accept Bolinger's point of view regarding acceptability
and ungrammaticality, I do accept his observation that some of the
expressions of a type that Bever and I considered unacceptable are in fact
acceptable to native speakers of English, for example a not inordinateamount
of money. Some of Bolinger's observations are included in the discussion
toward the end of this paper. However, I do not take his claim that the relative
acceptability of a not, shall we say, sad turn of events shows that that
construction is grammatical to be correct. On the contrary, the amount of
'prosodic schmaltz' (a happy locution for which I am indebted to Bolinger)
needed to make that phrase acceptable suggests to me that it is ungrammatical.
Aitchison and Bailey, on the other hand, show nothing more than what
Bever and I had already shown, namely that there are grammars of English
NOT SATISFYING M that generate (Ia) but not (ib). However, their approach to
the problem of finding a grammarthat generates (I a) but not (ib) can be used
to show how such a grammarTHAT ALSO SATISFIES M can be constructed. They
point out that the only syntactic rule of English that Bever and I claim must
make use of the morphological structureof lexemes, if the grammatical status
of (I a) is to be distinguished from that of (I b), is RELATIVE-CLAUSE REDUCTION.
They then propose that this rule not be considered part of the grammar of
English at all, but rather a kind of heuristic device, called a VIA RULE, that
merely expresses 'a correspondence between two constructions' (I979: 266).
To generate (Ia), they propose the lexical-insertion rule (2).
(2)

NEG un-ADJ -+

not un-ADJ

To prevent the derivation of (Ib), they suggest (but do not explicitly propose)
the lexical insertion rules in (3).
(3) (a)

NEG happy -* unhappy
NEG sad

--happy

The resulting grammar has no rule of the transformational component that
violates M, but it does have several lexical-insertion rules that do. Thus
I08
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Aitchisonand Bailey'sproposedgrammarfor generating(ia) but not (ib)
also violatesM.' However,by turningtheirlexicalanalysisaround,so thatit
limits the introductionof prenominaladjectivesfollowingnot, ratherthan
limitingthe introductionof not precedingadjectives,we can come up with a
demonstrationof how a grammarof EnglishthatgenuinelysatisfiesM can be
constructedthatgenerates(ia) whileat the sametimedoes not generate(ib).
Moreover,this orderingof the rulesof lexicalinsertionis consistentwith the
principlesgoverninglexicalinsertionin thestandardtheory(Chomsky,I965).
Suppose that prenominalattributiveadjectivephrases are introduced
directlyby the base phrase-structure
ruleschema(4).3
(4)

NP -*(DET) (ADJP) N

Adjectivephrasesintroducedby (4) may then be expandedby (5).
(5)

ADJP

-4

(NEG) ADJ

Among the categorialstructuresgeneratedby rulesin (4) and (5) is (6).
NP

(6)
DET

ADJP

NEG

N

ADJ

The firstlexical-insertion
rulethat appliesto (6) is the rulethat insertsnot
underthecategoryNEG, sincethatcategoryis themodifierof themostdeeply
nested constituentin (6). We may now suppose that whethera particular
prenominalattributiveadjectiveoccurs in the environmentof a negative
elementis determinedby a selectionrestriction.4
Adjectiveslike unhappyare
specifiedas [+ not N] whileadjectiveslike sad are specifiedas [- not N].
Accordingly,unhappy,butnot sad,maybe insertedunderthecategoryADJ in
(6). On the next cycle, the determinera and the head noun personmay be
inserted,completingthederivationof (ia). Sincesadcannotbe insertedunder
the categoryADJ in (6), there is no derivationof (ib) with respectto the
fragmentof Englishgrammarjust proposed.
This solutionto the problemof findinga grammarthat generatesphrases
like(ia), butnot thoselike(ib), is, of course,not thewholestory.It remainsto

(2] Quite possibly, Aitchison & Bailey might have been misled by our original formulation of M,

and hence thought that lexical-insertion rules are exempt from it.

[1] We do not consider the problem of determining the conditions in English under which
attributive adjective phrases follow, rather than precede, the nouns they modify, since it is
irrelevant to the questions we are investigating here.
[4] Not a strict subcategorization feature, first since not is a lexical item, and second since the
environment in which the adjective is inserted is not 'local' to ADJP.
IO9
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give an accountof the distributionof the selectionalfeatures[+ not__N] and
[-not __N] amongthe adjectivesof English.
The firstgeneralizationthat mustbe accountedfor is that scalaradjectives
that areformedby the additionof one of the negativeprefixesun,in, and dis,
and perhapssomeothers,to an adjectivestemthatoccursindependentlyas a
lexeme,andwhosemeaningis a compositionalfunctionof themeaningsof the
prefixand the stem, are almost all specifiedas [+not N]. Impiousis an
exception to this generalization.The second is that nonscalaradjectives,
regardlessof theirmorphology,areall specifiedas [-not
N]. Accordingly,
both marriedand umarriedhave this specification.Finally,of the remaining
scalaradjectives,most, but not all, arespecifiedas [-not
N]. For example,
sad, careless, grateful, untoward, insolent, and industrious, among many
others, are all specified as [-not
N], while surprisingand inordinate,along

with a few others,are specifiedas [+not N]. As Bolingerpoints out, the
specification[+ not N] is almost always associatedwith an adjectivein
whichthe initialsyllableis unstressed,but this conditionis neithernecessary
nor sufficient.On the one hand,infiniteis specifiedas [+not N], despiteits
initialstress;whileon the other,industrious
is specifiedas [-not N], despite
its lack of initialstress.
The subcategorizationof adjectivesas [+not _N] is paralleledby the
of sentenceadverbsas [ +not __]. Sentenceadverbssuchas
subcategorization
unexpectedly
andinfrequently,
whichareformedby theadditionof thesuffixly
to a negatively-prefixed
adjective,arespecifiedas [+ not ]. Of the remaining
sentence adverbs, only surprisingly is specified as [+not _ ]. The rest,
including the near synonym amazingly, are all specified as [-not
I.

We turn now to a formalaccountof how the subcategorizationfeatures
[ +not

N] are assigned to adjectives and [ ? not

] to sentence adverbs. Let

us call a lexeme'simple'if it does not have a lexemeas a properpart, and
'complex'otherwise.Thus,for example,sadandgratefularesimplelexemesnote that a simple lexeme need not be monomorphemic- while unhappy
(containingthe lexemehappy)andsurprising(containingthe lexemesurprise)
arecomplexones.Simplelexemesareassignedsubcategorizational
(including
selectional)featuresdirectly,whereascomplex lexemesare assignedthose
featureson the basis of the featuresof the lexemesthey contain. Both the
directassignmentof featuresto simplelexemesandthe indirectassignmentof
featuresto complexlexemesare carriedout by rulesof the word-formation
componentof the grammar.5The fact that simpleadjectivesin English,with
fewexceptions,arespecifiedas [- not N] suggeststhatthereis a generalrule
in Englishthat assignsthat featureto simpleadjectives.Similarly,thereare

[51See Bresnan (I978:

21) for an informal statement of a rule for assigning subcategorizational
features to past participles in English on the basis of the subcategorization features of the verbs
they contain.
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generalrulesthat assignthe feature[+not N] to complexadjectivesof the
form(7), and the feature[-not N] to complexadjectivesnot of thatform.6
[ADJ X[ADJ Y, [+
N], . . . ]ADJ ... ]ADJ,whereX is one of the prefixes
in , un, dis, and a few others,and Y is a scalaradjective.
Theresultof applyingthe relevantruleto complexadjectivesof theform(7) is
givenin (8).
(8) [ADJX [ADJY, [+
N], . . . ]ADJ[+not
N],.. ]ADJ

(7)

Nevertheless,a few complexadjectivesof the form (7), such as impious,are
idiosyncraticallyassigned the feature [- not N]; and a few complex
adjectives not of the form (7), such as surprisingand inordinate,are
idiosyncraticallyassignedthe feature[+not _N].
Theseword-formationrulesmakea subtlepredictionconcerningstructurally ambiguouscomplexadjectivessuch as unbendable.
They assignto that
adjectivethe structuresshownin (9) and (io).
(9)

[ADJ

[vun[vbend]v ]v able,[+ __N], [-not __N], .

]ADJ

'ableto be

unbent'
(I0)

[ADJun [ADJ [vbend ]vable, [+
N], .. . ]ADJ 'unable to

[+not

N], [-not
be bent'

N],...

]ADJ [+

N],

] is assigned by the rule for complex lexemes that
In (9), the feature [-not
] is assignedby the same
are not of the form(7). In (Io), the feature[-not

rule to the containedadjectivestem bendable,but the feature[+ not N] is
assignedto the lexemeas a wholeby the rulefor complexlexemesthatareof
the form (7). Accordingly, while sentence (I I) is ambiguous, (I2) is not; in the
latter, unbendablehas only the interpretation 'unable to be bent'.
(I I)
(12)

They handed me an unbendable ruler.
They handed me a not unbendable ruler.

Similar word-formation rules can be set up to account for the assignment of
the features [ ? not _] to sentence adverbs. The feature [+ not ] is assigned
] is
to all sentence adverbs that are of the form (I 3), and the feature [ -not
assigned to all sentence adverbs that are not of that form.
(13)

[ADV [ADJX, [+not

N],.

I.y.

.]ADV

According to this rule, unexpectedly, infrequently, and surprisingly are all
], while sadly,frequently, and amazingly are all
assigned the feature [+not
]. The specification of the sentence adverb
assigned the feature [-not
surprisinglyas [+not
], rather than being exceptional, is a consequence of

N] in (7) is associated with the contained adjective Y, and is not a feature of
[6] The feature [+
the entire adjective XY.
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the fact that the adjectivestemit containsis a lexemethat is idiosyncratically
specifiedas [+not N]. Onemay furtherwonderwhy the subcategorization
of sentenceadverbsdependson the subcategorization
of the adjectivestems
theycontain.Thereasonmaybe the semanticequivalenceof sentenceadverbs
to expressionsin which the adjectiveoccurs prenominally(for example,
infrequentlycan be glossed 'at infrequent intervals').
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